Looking for something great to read? Let us help!
Fill out this form so we know your preferences. You needn’t answer every question, but the more information
we have the better we can select titles you might enjoy. Check all characteristics that apply to your preferences.
Within 10 days we’ll send you a list of 5 to 10 book suggestions. Please feel to give us some feedback,
particularly if we are WAY off the mark, or if you like the list but want more suggestions.
Your name _____________________
Your library card number_____________________
Email or telephone number ______________________

Would you like your list:
_______ Mailed to you as a paper list
_______ Sent to you as an email attachment
_______ Sent to you as a link to a list in the catalog

Do you prefer:
Fiction _______
Nonfiction _______
Both fiction and nonfiction _______
If you like nonfiction, do you enjoy:
Biography and memoir _______
History _______ A particular time period? _____________
Travel _______
Science _______
Other ____________________________
If you like fiction, do you prefer:

Mystery _______
Historical mysteries ________
Police procedurals (realistically portrays police solving crimes) _______
Amateur sleuths (Miss Marple is an example) _______
Cozies (mysteries with little or no violence, often taking place in a small town with quirky characters and a bit
of humor thrown in) _______
Westerns _______
Science Fiction _______
Fantasy _______
Historical fiction _______ A particular time period? _____________
Literary fiction (tends to focus on complex issues and with greater emphasis on writing style) _______
Thrillers (lots of tension, often lots of action, suspense) _______
Women’s fiction (deals with issues of particular interest to women. Author Jodi Picoult is an example) _______

Romance _______
Historical romance _______ A particular time period?_____________
Contemporary romance _______
Paranormal romance _______
Romantic suspense _______
Horror _______
Your tolerance for explicit sex, violence and/or strong language is:
Tolerance is high _______
I can tolerate some, but not a lot _______
I’d prefer no explicit sex, violence or strong language _______
I don’t care one way or the other _______
Do you like books that are:
Easier to read, somewhat light hearted _______
More challenging to read, more serious _______
I don’t have a preference _______
What is a book you have greatly enjoyed?________________________________________
What is a book you have greatly disliked?________________________________________
Do you have a preference for large print?_______ Do you have a preference for audio?_______
Demographic information (optional)
Male _______ Female_______ Age_______
What else would you like to tell us about your reading preferences?

__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
Lorie Hyten MLS
Librarian
Olathe Downtown Library
201 E. Park St.
Olathe, KS 66061
(913) 971-6887
lhyten@olatheks.org

